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Introduction 

Innovation can be simplified as the best and new idea, procedures and method that can be 

needed to develop or introduce a new business and that can be needed to enhance the 

business area and size. The businessman uses the innovation idea to solve the complex and 

hard competition in a better way. It produces a better solution and produces new solution for 

the needed requirements. The innovation procedures are more accurate, complete, and 

effective for developing the new product, process, technology and services in the business 

organization. This assignment discusses the innovation importance and the process of 

commercialization. To reduce the cutthroat competition innovation and appropriate 

commercialization must need. Amazon is the biggest online shop and has numerous 

competition all over the world. Hare Amazon Go is an innovative idea that starts its business 

in Seattle, Washington from 2016. It is an innovative and new shopping system where the 

customer can buy without using a cashier and that is the fully automated system. This 

innovative process reduces the employee's cost and enhances the customer satisfaction. 
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Task 1 

P1 Explain innovation and determine its importance to organizations in 

comparison with invention 

Definition of innovation and commercialization  

Innovation: Innovation is the process of creation of new idea, knowledge, a method of 

services and product. Somewhere innovation is applied as the better solution of complex task 

that meets the needed requirements and market needs. In the innovation process, more 

accurate process, method and procedures are used with efficient technology and system. The 

innovative model is used by the market, society, and government to accomplish their target 

task. The innovation process is more accurate and effective than the existing method. 

Example: Steve Jobs is regarded as an innovator who applied the invention system that is 

invention before. The innovator applied the invention idea and method (Ahrweiler, 2010).  

Commercialization: Commercialization is the process of introducing the new product and 

service into the market in the new and better ways to target the more customer and greater 

market. The Commercialization process makes the market availability of the product and 

service. Here new technology is used to reach the market product effectively. Amazon 

commercializes their product and service system through online media and local newspaper. 

The success behind the innovative idea depends upon the commercialization (Libecap, 

Thursby and Hoskinson, 2010). If Amazon becomes successful to attract the customer 

intention though commercialization than it supports the new innovation system and Amazon 

become successful in the innovative method.  

Invention and How invention is created. 

Invention established on the basis of new idea and knowledge that means embodiments. 

Invention comes from the Nobel and open-minded person. In a business sense, innovation is 

the process of product and service method development process. that means an improvement 

of the product and service procurements system, mechanism or production method. The 
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invention can be based on the machine, cultural invention or social behavior invention. The 

invention has three basic are that can be classified based on the size area and operation 

system of the invention. The three area of the invention is a scientific invention that is based 

on the machine, a sociological invention that is based on the economic and law, and last on is 

a humanistic invention that is based don’t the culture and human behavior. SME business 

organization use the invention in their business and develop their business process 

(Ahrweiler, 2010).  

Innovation vs invention: 

Invention  Innovation  

The invention is the creation of new 

product and service and the introduction 

of the production and servicing process for 

the first time. 

Innovation is the application of the existing 

process, method, and system that is created 

by the inventors. 

It is unique idea and method.  It is application of invention idea.  

Example: creating of the microprocessor is 

the invention. 

Example: But the same microprocessor can 

be applied numerous products and machine 

which is considered as innovation product. In 

this assignment case study, the Amazon Go 

use the invention system in their sales system 

that is an example of innovation.  

 

Invention to innovation 

In the first stage, the invention product stimulates the businessman and marketers. That 

invention foster their existing procedures of business and help to promote the existing 

production and marketing system. All kinds of the invention become innovation at a future 

date. It takes little time to become all invention to innovation. There are some important thing 

has behind the invention to the innovation process. In the initial state of the invention, the 
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businessman tries to develop their production and business idea based upon the invention that 

could produce more profit. When an invention is used by a businessman for developing the 

production or commercialization process, it cut his production cost and promote competitive 

performance. Also, the other businessman also uses another invention to compete in the 

competitive market. In this way invention becomes innovation (Libecap, Thursby and 

Hoskinson, 2010).  

Sources of innovation 

There are several important sources of innovation such as- 

• The Unexpected- The marketer always ask some question such as is the marketplace 

has full demand or supply? Is the product customer satisfied or not? why? Etc.  

• The Incongruity- There has a discrepancy between what has and what should be.  

• Process Need- That’s means company process week zone and the possible solution of 

the process.  

• Industry and Market Structure Change- When the existing industry or the 

marketing structure changed their system and operation and competition system, the 

organization need to adopt some innovative idea (Ries and Ries, 2014).  

• Demographics- Some key factor like education, human capital, age, religion, lifestyle 

also affect the innovation process.  

• New Knowledge- By the help of technological change, there has a number of new 

opportunities open to the businessman and innovation happened.  

• Changes in Perception, Meaning, and Mood- Day by day people and population 

changes, and based on the population change the organization need to change their 

operation process and innovation emerge (National Research Council (U. S.) et al., 

2010). 
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P2 explain how organizational vision, leadership, culture and teamwork can 

shape innovation and commercialization.  

The organization has a specific culture, vision and based on the vision and mission 

organization leadership, innovation and commercialization process established.   

Vision: Organization has a long-term plan that is a vision. The vision should be 20 to 25 

years long and based on the organization future position. Amazon Go also take its vision that 

is foster customer sales by using the technology. Amazon Go take initiative to enhance their 

innovative idea among all over the world form 2018 (Ries and Ries, 2014).  

Leadership: Organization adopts leadership system based on their vision. A perfect 

leadership system can foster the sales and marketing system properly. a leader organization 

the visionary goals properly.   

Culture: Each organization has unique and separate cultural behavior that focus on how their 

internal employees and manager behave with each other. Amazon Go also has its own 

culture.  

Teamwork: Teamwork means cooperation in their internal and external activates. Amazon 

Go maintain their internal teamwork to accomplish their business goals (Hall and Rosenberg, 

2010).  

Creating a culture innovation in an organization:  

Amazon and Apple both are the largest and successful multinational company. Amazon Go 

start its business form 2016 that is a part of Amazon. Amazon has a unique culture and also 

Apple has its unique culture in their organization. Amazon Go open a free-check grocery 

store in the UK that creates new culture into their employees activates. The employees adopt 

the new operating system and most of the sales activities are done through the automated 

machine. This creates new innovation cultural in Amazon Go store. From the new selling 

system, Amazon Go motivated their employees, customer, managerial activities and 

leadership activate. The employee becomes more enthusiasm and hardworking in their rest 

task (National Research Council (U. S.) et al., 2010).  
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Organization vision and leadership shape the innovation and commercialization:  

Innovation process needs to achieve the organization vision. The existing leadership process 

cannot accomplish the long-term vision. The organization needs to change their leadership 

style based on their innovative idea. When leadership system changed according to the 

market demand and cultural demand organization can achieve their vision properly. Amazon 

Go adopt a new selling system that needs new leadership style. The innovative idea helps 

commercialization process. The free-check out system would become successful when 

Amazon Go become successful in their commercialization process. Here Amazon Go need 

vision-based leadership system that foster commercialization (Ghosh et al., 2017). 
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Task 2 

P3 Explain the 4Ps of innovation and explain the use of the innovation 

funnel to examine and shape innovation ideas 

Different types of innovation that are used by the Apple Inc. are discussing below:  

Incremental innovation: In the incremental innovation process, technological idea and 

knowledge are applied. This innovative idea used for small changes in the production and 

operating service.  

Disruptive Innovation: This innovation is like stealth innovation. Apple uses this innovative 

idea to attract their product towards the customer (Hall and Rosenberg, 2010).  

Architectural Innovation: The Architectural Innovation is run market-based technology. 

This innovation process increases the market efficiency and market value of the product.  

Radical innovation: It means to introduce a new product in the market that has no physical 

existences before. A multinational company like Apple introduce a new product in the market 

to attract the stylish customer (Staff, 2013). 
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Graph: Innovation funnel (Howlett, 2013)  

Innovation funnel is used to launch a new product in the new or existing market. An 

innovation funnel has 5 stages. The five-funnel stage has three basic segments. In the first 

stage, the idea is generated. Numerous ideas are created by the innovative manager. In the 

second stage, the concept of the new product and are developed. In the last stage of the 

innovation funnel is concept development for launch. Here idea development, testing, and 

final launch have happened. The innovation funnel process becomes successful when Apple 

commercialization and marketing manager launch their attractive product in time with lower 

cost (Ogrodnik, 2013).  

 

Disruptive and incremental innovation approach pros and cons:  

Pros: Incremental innovation has some advantages in the market and modern economy. The 

incremental innovation developed based on the technological support. Incremental innovation 

helpful in projected industry. On the other hand, disruptive innovation needed to introducing 

or launching a new product in the market (Howlett, 2013).    
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Cons: The incremental and disruptive innovation process become so costly for technology 

uses. For the capital limitation or constraints, the incremental and disruptive process does not 

work much. 
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The 4Ps and innovation space strategy: 

 

Graph: 4Ps and innovation (Kieff and Paredes, 2012) 

1. Paradigm: In the paradigm stage, the innovation space strategy is discussed. Apple 

discusses their strategy, strength, and weakness in this stage.  

2. Product: Product quality and value also added the market area and size. The 

innovative product has the largest contribution to enhancing the marker area.  

3. Process: The procedures which should be adopted to launch a produced are an 

important task in the product innovation (Staff, 2013).  
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4. Position: The market demand also fosters the innovation and creating of new product 

and service. The innovation should according to the market demand. The new product 

has ability to take the market position. 

 

P4 Explain developments in frugal innovation and provide examples of how it 

is used in an organizational context of Apple Inc. 

Frugal innovation  

An organization uses the Frugal innovation for reducing the organization operating 

complexity and production cost. this process eliminates the unnecessary function of the 

production server in an organization. The Frugal innovation can be a better application for the 

durable goods like car, phone, automobiles and electric product. This product is produced 

based on the countries durability and adaptability. In the modern concept of the Frugal 

innovation is an increasingly fashionable product (Kieff and Paredes, 2012).   

Development of Frugal innovation based on necessity vs market-driven innovation:  

Frugal innovation is developed based on the market need, necessity, and demand. Focus on 

the Apple product, the Apple iPod produced for the higher economic depended country and 

iPod feature is more durable than the other competitor services like Samsung or Blackberry. 

Apple segments their whole world market based on the developed and developing the 

country. For the developed country Apple design their product on high quality and prices. 

And for the developing country, Apple design their iPod with lower quality materials and 

durability and also the process of the Apple product remains lower than the developed 

country (Ogrodnik, 2013).  

On the other hand, Apple design their product based on the customer necessarily. Apple set 

the customer needs. Why customer use the Apple iPod? Apple asks this question and tries to 

answer according to the consumer. Apple also designs their iPhone with high-speed ram and 

materials for the developed country. This product met the public demand and customer done 

their daily activates by using the Apple iPhone or iPod (Stamm, 2012).  
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The two-innovation concept differed from each other and the product quality and process 

variables on the above two concepts. For both sides, Apple needs to estimate their production 

cost and set their frugal innovation process. From both sides, frugal innovation takes the 

cheaper method and greater profitable project (Intellectual property commercialization, 

2011). 
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Task 3 

P5 Explain the importance of the commercial funnel and the application of 

New Product Development (NPD) processing for commercialization of 

innovation. 

 

Here I will try to present the Innovation and Commercialization applied in the Amazon 

Go 

 

New Product Development (NPD) and commercialization funnel is the best method for 

introducing new products in the market. For launching a new product such as milk food item 

in Amazon Go adopt new product development process.  
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Innovation is the process of creation of new idea, knowledge, a method of services and 

product. Somewhere innovation is applied as the better solution of complex task that meets 

the needed requirements and market needs. In the innovation process, more accurate process, 

method and procedures are used with efficient technology and system. 

Commercialization is the process of introducing the new product and service into the market 

in the new and better ways to target the more customer and greater market. The 

commercialization policy is very important to promote the cutometer attestation. Amazon Go 

adopt online commercialization process in social and community media.  
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Graph: New Product Development Poster (Ries and Ries, 2014) 
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Here the value of the proposition are disclosed to identify the Funding a research project, 

Licensing a technology, Starting a company / spin-off, Buying a product, All of these invest 

in VALUE. 
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Amazon Go is any product of the intellect protectable by law- Amazon Go implies 

ownership, guaranteed by law once protected, Amazon Go can also be sold (assigned) or 

leased (licensed), may be used free of charge, owner permitting.  
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Impact of advanced technology in research, testing, and development:  

In the recent times, advance technology always helps to research the market and customer 

test in shortest time. Amazon Go measure the product quality and test by the help of 

advanced technology. The technology measures the products test and compares its quality 

with competitors. Advanced technology helps to generate new idea and concept. The 

technological advance helps the Amazon Go to accomplish their product processing and 

servicing system. The advanced technology includes the customer under Amazon Go prime 

membership. Research the customer choice through the online voting system and measure the 

customer demand (Intellectual property commercialization, 2011).  

Social media contribution and constructing multimedia platforms for 

commercialization:  
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Social media help to promote the commercialization quickly with lower cost and time. Today 

maximum people turn on social media for communication and entertainment. For that reason, 

the social media becomes the most effective channel for commercialization. Through 

Facebook, Twitter, YouTube Amazon Go facilitate their commercialization. Amazon Go 

need minimal employees for commercialization in the social media. It also helps to take 

product process and quality information form the customer. The Amazon Go marketing 

employees also take the customer complains through the social media and try to solve it 

(Ghosh et al., 2017).  

 

P6 Build an Innovation Business Case for an organization, including ways to 

access funding. 
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All these sources are presented are kept the major part of the innovation. To make a new 

invention, these must help a lot to provide the best service and the best performance to 

identify any newer product.  
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Innovation requirements are Coues of taking funding, Funding sources, Small business 

required resources 

 

Amazon Go new and innovative idea attract much attention in Seattle street at Washington. 

The total size of the store is 1,800 square feet. The customer can get their respective food 

items from the free-check system.  

Coues of taking funding 

It is important to get the appropriate information to take a necessary decision about 

innovation and new idea. Here accurate findings help very much. There are different sources 

has to take the innovative findings. The technological support needs to get the appropriate 

findings.  

Funding sources 
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Amazon Go get their research finding form social and online community by the help of 

advance technology. Food items like milk and other first food items that contain milk attract 

the child and adult customer. Amazon Go use check-in and out the machine to count their 

attended customer. Though Amazon Go is a walkout style for shopping and taking launch 

and dinner, Amazon Go bill the consumer food when they walk out in a time of taking food. 

It recording the consumer records and bill records.  

Small business required resources 

The small business organization needs necessary resources for the accomplishment of 

necessary finding task. The small business needs basic and urgent materials that need to start 

its commercialization. Commercialization proceeds from the legal ground and needed 

necessary resources. The small business organization needs office space, capital, marketing 

employees, managerial force to start its commercialization. The small business organization 

needs technical support to promote the commercialization activities (Becker and Niebuhr, 

2010). 
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Task 4 

P7 Evaluate the different tools that organizations can use to develop, retain 

and protect knowledge and intellectual property.  

 

Intellectual property is on kind of property that includes intangible property like human 

intellect creation property, copyrights, trademark, patents etc. Intellectual property also 

includes several intangible rights such as trade secret, moral rights, publicity rights, right 

against illegal acts and unfair competition etc. Every company established on the ground of 

intellectual property support (Stamm, 2012).   

Exploiting knowledge and intellectual property rights:  

 

Intellectual property and intellectual knowledge is the vault of an organization. Data privacy 

is the basic term of an organization. The organization needs to keep them protect their data 
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from unfair competition and misusage. The data privacy brings the operation success. When a 

company wants to compete another company, they collect other company internal data and 

methodology. The property rights related with the personal knowledge. A person has full 

rights to keep, store and use his own idea and concept in his own interest. Intellectual 

property rights acts protect a person concept and knowledge (Watson, 2013).  

 

All these tools those are above discussed are used as the intelictual properties server at the 

company. Amazon Go try to keep all these right reserve as their long term asset with 

innovation.  

Overview of key IP tools:  

➢ Copyright: The copyrights is the personal and basic rights of a creator. The inventor 

has full right to his creation.  
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➢ Trademarks: A organization use trademark to identify their product and service 

identity. Trademark has market value. Amazon Go use their own trademark that uses 

Amazon form its berth (Whitbread, 2012).    

➢ Design right: The design rights is alike copyrights. The creator uses his own interest 

and none can do this. Legal acts protect the creator arts.  

➢ Patent: Patent can be used by an individual or an organization. The patent is 

considered as a government permission or licensee that confirming a right under a 

patent holder for the specified time period. It is used for marketing and selling 

product.  

The roles of branding 

Organization adopts product branding to get the customer attention. The Branding system has 

a positive result in the international and global market. Branding has legal and intellectual 

rights for a given period. Amazon, Apple, and Samsung do their product banding to separate 

their product items and product line (Watson, 2013).  

Open source and open innovation platforms upon IP.  

The open sources of innovation system facilitate easy access of information and technology.  

The open sources rights go to the inventors and idea generator. This system organization 

added new and advanced technology under the old production concept to promote the product 

quality and become product unique. This concept actually differs from organization 

application concept (Whitbread, 2012).    
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Conclusion 

In the modern and competitive market, innovation and commercialization activate need to 

completive with a global competitor. Competition becomes harder and the organization has 

easy access to tap the new market and product sector by the help or advanced technology. 

Here innovative idea can eliminate the cutthroat competition. Amazon Go innovative idea 

help them to compete with ASDA, Walmart, Tesco and M&S retailers. Amazon Go new 

retail checkout system enhance the relating activates, reduce the customer time and cash 

payment complexity and enhance the sales promotion. So, every innovative idea can promote 

the organization business operation and help to take competitive advantages.  
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